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The resulting clusters (each belonging to a class) in the feature space are used to train a pattern classifier and eventuWe present an analysis of clustering audio clips using word
ally used to identify the correct class mapping for a given test
descriptions that are imitative of sounds. These onomatopoeia
data. Although this approach yields good performance, espewords describe the acoustic properties of sources, and they
cially if the number of classes is small, it inherently allows
can be useful in annotating a medium that cannot embed audio
for mismatch and ambiguity between the semantic informa(e.g. text). First, an audio-to-word relationship is established
tion present in the linguistic labels used to describe the audio
by manually tagging a variety of audio clips (from a sound
event and the signal level features that physically characterize
effects library) with onomatopoeia words. Using a newly proit. For instance, consider the phrase Nail Hammered as a
posed distance metric for word-level similarities, the feature
label (an example from the BBC sound effects Library [15]).
vectors from the audio are clustered according to their tags,
It represents that the audio clip is the sound of the nail being
resulting in clusters with similarities in their onomatopoeic
hammered, but does not describe the acoustic properties of
descriptions. By discriminant analysis of the clusters at the
the event. However, the underlying automatic processing is
feature level, we present results on separability of these clusbased on similarities in the acoustic properties. This inherent
ters. Our results indicate that by just using onomatopoeic deambiguity needs to be reconciled by the automatic audio classcriptions, meaningful clusters with similar acoustic propersification system.
ties can be formed. However, in terms of audio feature level
There has been some excellent work in the community on
representation, clusters formed by some word groups such as
bridging this gap between the language-level semantic space
buzz, fizz etc are better represented by signal features than perand the acoustic properties. In [5] the author improves on the
cussive sounds such as clang, clank, tap.
naive labeling scheme by creating a mapping from each node
Index Terms— audio ontology, audio information retrieval, of a hierarchical model in the abstract semantic space to the
acoustic space. The nodes in the hierarchical model (repreanalysis of audio clusters, onomatopoeia based audio descripsented probabilistically as words) are mapped onto their cortions
responding acoustic models. Other techniques for retrieval
using semantic relations in language include [6]. Here the
1. INTRODUCTION
authors have used WordNet [13] to generate word tags for a
given audio clip using acoustic feature similarities, and also
retrieve clips that are similar to the tags. While such sysText, audio and video/images are different modalities of digtems which incorporate semantic language-level relations exital media. They represent various communication forms and
ist, they are still sufficiently insulated from signal level propexpressions. To automatically process them, it is necessary
erties that directly determine the perception of sources.
to organize, and index them according to content. For this,
In this paper, we present an approach to use linguistic deit is desirable to compute both using lexical labels or words
scriptions that are closer to signal level properties. We present
(for user queries) and signal level measures for (automatic) reanalysis of representing signal level measures extracted from
trieval. This paper focuses on description of audio using nataudio clips with onomatopoeic word descriptions. These are
ural language. Specifically, the work deals with ontological
words that are imitative of sounds[12]. The rationale being
representation and characterization of audio and its languagethese descriptions would provide a more intuitive (based on
level onomatopoeic descriptions.
perception) but less ambiguous lexical descriptions to aid auAudio data is processed and stored in the signal feature
tomatic classification. For example, the audio clip of Nail
space through a variety of time-frequency measures. On the
hammered can be better described by tap-tap which proother hand, the content and event in an audio clip, based on
vides more direct information about the acoustic properties of
perception and context, are typically represented by natural
language descriptions in the lexical semantic space using words. the event. Our experiments in this paper have two objectives:
1. To develop a distance metric to analyze the relationship
In content-based retrieval [1, 2, 3], the relationship between
amongst onomatopoeia words and thus cluster them.
word-level linguistic descriptions and acoustic features is typThe ability to cluster these words in a quantitative space
ically established by a naive, manual labeling scheme where
makes them useful as a meta-level representation for
the audio data is mapped onto a set of pre-specified classes.
ABSTRACT

Table 1. Complete list of Onomatopoeia Words used here.
computing using words for audio retrieval.
2. To measure the effectiveness of common acoustic signal features to represent the resulting clusters. For this,
we cluster the features extracted from a selection of audio clips by two methods: (a) using information from
onomatopoeia word clusters as mentioned above (b) by
unsupervised clustering on the whole collection of extracted feature vectors.
The two methods of clustering are compared using a Gaussian maximum a posteriori (GMAP) classifier after multiple
discriminant analysis (MDA) [11]. The clustering in (a) is
according to a meta-level understanding of the onomatopoeic
words. These words, subsequently, are descriptive of the underlying acoustic properties of the clips. Data for the experiments were collected by having volunteers listen to an assorted set of clips from a sound effects library [15] and have
them tag each clip with relevant onomatopoeia words. Next
the implementation and experiments are described.
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Fig. 1. Onomatopoeia words in 2-D ‘meaning space’ . Note:
clang, clank are close to each other, but are far from fizz, sizzle

the meaning of an unfamiliar word, the sets {Lj } and {Lk }
generated by the thesaurus have some meaning associated
with Oj and Ok in the language. The similarity is a measure
of sameness in meaning (number of common words). For W
words, we get a symmetric RW ×W matrix where the (j, k)th
element is the distance between the j th and k th word. Also,
the j th row is a vector representation of the j th word in terms
of other words in the set. By principal component analysis
(PCA) on this set of vectors, each word is represented in a reduced dimensional space Rd with d < W . The squared sum
of
the first eight ordered eigenvalues covered more than 95%
2. IMPLEMENTATION
of the total squared sum, resulting in d = 8 and W= 87. These
2.1. Feature Extraction:
points are then clustered using the k-means algorithm in this
lexical, onomatopoeic ‘meaning space’.
A total of 3.34 hours of audio from 1014 clips was used for
From table 1 (the list of words used here) it can be seen
the experiments. The files were first converted from 2 to 1that many have overlapping meanings (eg. clang and clank),
channel tracks (16 bits, 44.1kHz uncompressed PCM). A total
some words are ‘closer’ in meaning to each other with reof 29 features (commonly used in audio classification [10])
spect to other words (eg. fizz is close to sizzle, bark is close to
were extracted every 10 ms for each 20 ms frame of audio:
roar, but (fizz/sizzle) and (bark/roar) are far from each other).
Short-term Average Energy (E) Spectral Centroid (SC), BandThese observations can also be made from figure 1 that illuswidth (BW), Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (26
trates the arrangement of the words in a d = 2 dimensional
order).
meaning space. Note that the words growl and twang appear
nearby, due reduced 2 dimensions of the illustration.
2.2. Clustering words using word-level relations
By modelling the onomatopoeia word representation in
The relationship between onomatopoeia words is developed
this space as observations of a multivariate Gaussian process,
and they are subsequently clustered into groups using a sethe words are clustered using the Bayesian information critemantic word based similarity metric [4]. The details of this
rion (BIC). The BIC [7] is widely used for choosing the apmethod are discussed below.
propriate number of clusters in unsupervised clustering [8, 9].
A set {Li } consisting of li words is generated by a theIf each cluster in a model Mk (with k clusters) is assumed to
saurus [14] for each onomatopoeia word Oi . Then the simifollow a multivariate Gaussian distribution we get a closedth
th
larity between the j and k word can be defined to be:
form expression for the BIC as given in [9]. For a set of
cj,k
(similarity) s(j, k) = d , (distance) d(j, k) = 1 − s(j, k) (1) competing models {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mi } we choose the model
lj,k
that maximizes the BIC. We use this criterion to choose k
for the k-means algorithm for clustering the words. Since
Here cj,k is the number of common words in the set {Lj } and
the number of points in the onomatopoeic meaning space is
d
small (W = 87), a bootstrapping approach is used to estimate
{Lk } and lj,k
is the total number of words in the union of
the BIC for each k. The BIC estimates are averaged over 500
{Lj } and {Lk }. By this definition it can be seen that
runs.
The resulting variation of the BIC as a function of k
0 ≤ d(j, k) ≤ 1, d(j, k) = d(k, j), d(k, k) = 0
(2)
d was obis shown in Figure 2. The maximum value of BIC
tained for k = 19. Table 2 illustrates a few of the resulting
Except for the triangular inequality, it is a valid distance metclusters.
ric. Similar to the way humans use other words to establish
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Fig. 2. Variation of BIC(M
k ) as a function of k for 500 runs
cluster 1(C1 ): Clang,Clank,Ding,Dong,Ting
Creak,Squeak,
cluster 3(C3 ): Screech,Yawp,Yowl
Buzz,Fizz,Sizzle,Hiss
cluster 5(C5 ): Whiz,Wheeze,Whoosh,Zip
cluster 7(C7 ): Burr,Crunch,Scrunch
cluster 9(C9 ): Clatter,Blah,Gabble,Yak

cluster 2 (C2 ) Beep,Bleep,Toot
Cluck,Cuckoo,
cluster 4(C4 ): Hoot,Tweet
cluster 6(C6 ): Thump,Thwack,Wham
cluster 8(C8 ): Rip,Zing,Zoom
cluster 10(C10 ): Meow,Moo,Yip

Table 2. Automatically derived word clusters in lexical onomatopoeic ‘meaning space’.
Since word clusters can be formed it can be inferred that:
(1) words within clusters have overlapping meaning, (2) words
in different clusters are sufficiently distinct, and (3) the proposed metric sufficiently discerns the words by their meaning. Both general and specific perceived audio properties can
be described using onomatopoeia words. Next, the procedure
for tagging the clips with onomatopoeia words is described,
following which the clustering of the extracted feature vectors
using word-level clustering information is discussed.
2.3. Tagging the Audio Clips with onomatopoeia words
A set of 236 audio clips (belonging to categories such as:
animals, birds, footsteps, transportation, construction work,
fireworks etc.) were selected from the BBC sound effects Library [15]. Four subjects, with English as their first language,
tagged this initial set of clips with onomatopoeia words. A
Graphical User Interface (GUI) based software tool was designed to play each clip over a pair of headphones and have
the subject click on the relevant onomatopoeia words that best
described the clip. All the clips were edited to be about 1014 seconds in duration. The clips were randomly divided into
4 sets, so that the volunteers spent only 20-25 minutes at a
time, per set. Only the tags that were common to two or more
volunteers were retained. In general, at least one or two tags
assigned by volunteers were in agreement for a clip. Note that
the resulting tags are the onomatopoeic descriptions that best
represent the perceived acoustic properties. The tags from this
set were then copied to other clips with similar names. For example,the clip with the name BIG BEN 10TH STRIKE 12 BB
received the tags {clang, ding, dong}. These tags were also
used for the file BIG BEN 2ND STRIKE 12 BB. After transposing the tags, 1014 clips totaling 3.34 hours of labeled/tagged
data were available.
2.4. Clustering the feature vectors
As mentioned in point 2(a) of section 1, the feature vectors
are first clustered using the information from clusters of ono-

matopoeia words of their clips. The following voting procedure was used:
1. For each clip, the number of onomatopoeia tags common with the words in each cluster Cj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
was counted.
2. The features extracted from the audio clip are assigned
to the cluster Cj with most number of common words.
Collision (where the tags may have the same number of
common words with more than one word cluster) was
randomly resolved.
With this procedure, the resulting clusters of audio in the feature space are similar in terms of their onomatopoeic descriptions. In step 2, it is also possible to assign the acoustic features from a clip to more than one cluster Cj by having at
least one word common with the clusters. But this would
result in a more complex grouping of the features. Some
of the clusters as a result of this procedure are listed below:
Cluster :
PERSIAN CATS EAT PURR.wav,
GARGLE BB.wav, SLURP BB.wav
TRACTORS WORK IN YARD BB.wav
TEAPOT BEING FILLED BB.wav

Cluster:
MANY HORSES TROTTING BB.wav,
LRG TACK NAIL HAMMERED B2.wav,
CLIZA OUTDOOR MARKET B2.wav,
BRUSH PAINTING B2.wav,
GAS BLOWLAMP LIT FLAME B2.wav

Cluster:
AMSTERDAM TRAM 3 BB.wav,LONDON SUBWAY ARRIVES 01 B2.wav,
BUILDING SITE HAMMERING B2.wav,CAN OPENER BB.wav,
TOOLBOX CLOSED B2.wav
As an example, note that AMSTERDAM TRAM 3 BB , TOOLBOX CLOSED B2

are clustered together. It can be interpreted that the properties
of the sound generated by the tram and the box can both be
described with the words {clang, clank}. Thus the clusters
resulting from this procedure have similarity in terms of their
onomatopoeic descriptions.
Using word-level clustering information, features extracted
from the clips were clustered into k = 19 clusters. Since the
onomatopoeia words describe the acoustic properties, the underlying acoustic data can also be expected to have 19 clusters. As mentioned in point 2(b) of section 1 a “raw grouping”
is done by clustering all the extracted features using k-means
algorithm in the acoustic feature space. This was done without using information from the word-level clusters. For this,
the algorithm was also initialized to have 19 clusters.
3. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
First, by MDA the dimensionality of the problem was reduced
to (k − 1). Then, the data was split into train and test sets
(90% and 10% respectively). Parameters of the GMAP classifier were determined using the train set. This was done for
both methods of clustering. The final result for each clustering method is presented.
Classification accuracy using word-level clustering : The
classification results we obtained were better for some clusters and worse for others with an overall accuracy of 54.44%.
The recall and precision for those clusters are listed in Table
3. The resulting 2 nearest clusters (in terms of most confusing
clusters for a given cluster) is given in Table 4.
Accuracy of “raw grouping”: We obtained a classification
accuracy of 85.28% for frame level tests for the raw clustering
without using information from the word clusters. Indicating
19 distinct clusters indeed exist amongst the feature vectors
extracted from the audio data in the acoustic space. That is,
higher classification accuracy ⇒ resulting clusters are well
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Cluster words
{buzz,fizz,hiss,sizzle,wheeze,whiz,whoosh,zip}
{huff,hum,whiff,wow}
{ click,chink,tick}
{creak,squeak,screech,yawp,yowl}.
{cluck,cuckoo,honk,hoot,tweet}
{meow,moo,whoop,yip}
{ crackle,pluck,splash,tap}
{clang,clank,ding,dong,ting}

Table 3. 4 best and worst precision (%P) and recall (%R)
rates for classification. Clusters are formed by using wordlevel grouping information
{blare,blat,grunt,murmur} & ,{burr,crunch,,caw,scrunch} FOR
{buzz,fizz,hiss,sizzle,wheeze,whiz,whoosh,zip}
{buzz,fizz,hiss,sizzle,wheeze,whiz,whoosh,zip}
& {beep,bleep,toot} FOR
{huff,hum,whiff,wow}
{buzz,fizz,hiss,sizzle,wheeze,whiz,whoosh,zip}
& {creak,squeak,screech,yawp,yowl} FOR
{click,chink,tick}
{burr,crunch,caw,scrunch} & {blah,clatter,gabble,yak} FOR
{creak,squeak,screech,yawp,yowl}

Table 4. The two most confusing clusters for each of the 4
clusters that have the best precision and recall rates.
separated ⇒ acoustic features are sufficiently discriminatory.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, clustering of acoustic feature vectors with and
without using word-level information was analyzed. Wordlevel clustering was done using onomatopoeia words as means
to represent perceived audio signal characteristics. These words
can be used as a meta-level representation between acoustic
features and language-level descriptions of audio.
Using the proposed distance metric in a ‘meaning space’,
along with k-means algorithm, and the BIC, the words are
clustered into like groups. This grouping information is used
to cluster features extracted from the corresponding audio clips
that were manually tagged offline with onomatopoeia words
using a voting procedure. This clustering was compared with
“raw” clustering: grouping feature vectors without using information from word-level grouping. The comparison was
performed in terms of classification accuracy of a GMAP classifier after MDA. The results in this work indicate that certain
word clusters are more separable than the others. It can be, in
part, due to the fact that the acoustic features used in this work
are only able to represent certain onomatopoeic descriptions.
It can also be because of inconsistencies in the understanding
and usage of onomatopoeia words as well. Also, some words
(such as crackle) represent long-term temporal properties that
are not well represented by frame level analysis.
Another interpretation of the results is that, the raw clustering results in partitioning of the feature vectors into regions
of contiguous volume of space. However, clustering using
onomatopoeia grouping information may result in fragmented
partitioning, where the feature vectors of a cluster may be
present in different regions of the feature space. This essentially brings out the differences in signal level measures and
linguistic level descriptions. This also calls for signal mea-

sures that are representative of linguistic level descriptions.
Onomatopoeia words can be used to annotate a medium
that cannot represent audio (e.g. text). Given better signal measures, this representation can be useful for computing with both in terms of language level units and signal level
measures. The ability to cluster words in a quantitative meaning space implies words within the clusters have overlapping
meaning and words in different clusters are sufficiently distinct. This makes them useful as they can express and represent both specific and general audio characteristics. This is
a desirable trait as a meta-level representation making them
suitable for automatic annotation and processing of audio.
The preliminary results obtained here mainly indicate that
some of the onomatopoeia words are represented better in
the acoustic feature space than the others. We would like
to investigate this further to obtain a better acoustic feature
set to represent all aspects of the description. Other avenues
include developing a predictive model to generate appropriate onomatopoeic representations (or, less ambiguous-more
intuitive language descriptions) given an audio class or audio sample. To expand the scope of this work we would like
to develop a decision tree approach to explore the noun −→
action(verb) −→ onomatopoeic-description relationship that
would be useful in a higher level representation and grouping
of acoustic events.
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